InnoGear MU007 Condenser Microphone

This is a professional condenser microphone that adopts the accurate audio circuit with a big gold-plated diaphragm capsule. Featuring not only the cardioid polar pattern but also the higher output and lower noise, this microphone makes it possible to capture the lowest sound. It suits for studios, recording studios, broadcasting stations, stage performance and computers.

Specifications

- **Polar Pattern**: Cardioid
- **Frequency Response (FR)**: 20Hz~20KHz
- **Sensitivity (SENS)**: -34dBd+2dB
- **Output Impedance**: 150Ω±30% (at 1KHz)
- **Load Impedance**: ≥1000Ω
- **Equivalent Noise Level**: 16dBA
- **Signal-Noise Ratio (SNR)**: 78dB
- **Maximum Sound Pressure Level**: 130dB (at 1KHz≥1% T.H.D)

### Package Included

- 1x MU007 Microphone
- 1x Shock Mount
- 1x 3.5mm to XLR Audio Cable (8.2 feet)
- 1x Anti-wind Foam Cap
- 1x User Manual
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**Instruction**

1. Turn the volume of the loudspeaker and mixing console down to a minimum first before use, and then connect the microphone to the phantom power. Turn on the power and slowly turn the volume up to a suitable level for avoiding the impact to the speaker.

2. The microphone may give a whistling sound when you cover it with your hand or get it close to the loudspeaker. If so, please turn the volume down and put it a bit far from the loudspeaker.

3. The microphone is of high sensitivity. Please do not make it fall from height or apply the strong shock to it.

4. To maintain the sensitivity and tone quality of this microphone, please store or use it in a clean and dry place.

**After-sale Service**

This product is guaranteed for 12 months from the date of purchase, please contact us if you need a replacement/refund.

Email: support@innogear.net
Phone: 800-806-3008
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Follow us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/InnoGear.net